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iii a

pu at this point
If the points x y come from a smooth function

what is the error between pu and the function f

Ht It
What is the cost of evaluating pn If a

new data point is added Xun gut what is the cost

of updating pu

In floating point arithmetic is the evaluation of

y Éf fyj fj then pulx y fix by
construction If x Xj then

theorem Let Fec ab For xeCab there exists

a s x E aib such that

fled publ ftp Iolxxjl error

µ

similartependhigny
Taylor'sthin onthechoice

of interpolation



Moreover

Ifa p.ca E I Trial
when Muti IE fat El

Th x It xx Proof is detailed will not

go through it see text

Two takeaway points
Only useful if Mut can be computed

The interpolation error highly depends on whey

thansienevegimptittation

The cost of evaluating ph depends on the form

it is written in

Laine p.m ohh

n adds

wane all Lu's
Intl 3 n 1 flops to

overall Olu flops to evaluate pm
in Lagrange form



Compare this with HornerisMethod

If the coefficients do an are known in

palx not apt aux't aux the we can

rewrite pa as

pull do x ait aux t aux

do tx a X act ax t at auxin

do Xla t x act Xl
An it any

an at bunt
but an tax I mult Iadd

bus anutbux I molt I add

bot dotbix I melt Iadd

Pulx 2nflopsp

This means that the Lagrange Form is very inefficient

Is there a better form

The numerical stability of evaluating pun in Lagrange

form

Short story The basic Lagrange form pull gula
cand unstable ie have large condition number

EI overflow underflow roundoff error etc
Alternative form nextclass



If IiÉÉÉ sing an internat's
polynomial can be fixed by rearranging its terms this
does not change what the actual interpolant is

As motivation Examine the barycentric coordinates on

a triangle

Ix

Lf
The barycentric coordinate of a point
P inside a triangle with vertices

AB C are givenby
B c

D x At BB SC ABA coordinate

with 2 8 8 1 NO 820 270

The center of mass of the triangle is the given by

1141



IL Replace ABC with futon that sum to 1

Start with the Lagrange Form land rewrite

p.m ÉE 1
É Entails

jobx t.x.fm x Yu

Tin I
9111 YI yu

Modified LagrangeForm

FirstBarycentric Formula

We can even further simplify this form by dividingby 1
The polynomial interpolant of the function 1 at the same

nodes x is simply Thisinterpolant is

1 94 É II since yu 1
mathematic's equivalent
to 1

t.ro 9 Barycentric
Formula



This form is stable forany
reasonable choice of X 2004

Higham
One should always use this form to do polynomial

interpolation

EII.III.IEiFm.ena.m
dig my fat pull

This the so norm

The pointwise error is approximately

my 1111,11 myIolx xil
Its not obvious if this increases or decreases as n o

Function ftp gg
Minge Effect

Hath

This behavior is related to the fact that the

function fix has a singularity at X Ii in the

complex plane flit i to D

This dictates the radius of convergence of its Taylor series
fix I x x xb x8 x t

canbe fixed we'll see later on


